
Burley in Wharfedale

Mystery Treasure Hunt


If you enjoy this trail please make a donation to the 
Community Trust



Burley in Wharfedale - Save the pudding trail

The directions in this spy mission are given clearly and take you from clue area to 
clue area - But if you get stuck you might find the What3words app is useful to 
ensure you stay on the trail. 
The free app can be downloaded for Apple and Android devices by scanning this 
link.

{sharpens.bleaching.dented} is the 3 word starting location which you can use in 
the app to show you where you should be. They will be shown in {between these 
brackets}
However you don’t need the app as the clues will guide you along.

1. The starting location is the parade of shops at the bottom of Station Road 
where it joins Main Street by the mini roundabout. 

Background

You have been assigned because of your superb spying skills to find the missing 
ingredient. The old recipe for the famous Burley Pudding has been stolen by 
enemy intelligence forces who are active in the village. The population of the 
village have managed to recreate the ancient recipe but there is one ingredient 
that no living person can remember. Your mission is to follow the clues and 
identify the missing ingredient and become the saviour of the famous pudding.
a) As you solve the clues write the answers on the grid, one per square and 

without spaces then use the letter on the yellow square to remove a letter 
from the grid on the righthand side of the last page. 

b) Some letters may appear more than once on the grid but only remove them 
one at a time. 

c) When you have finished the clues you should be left with one letter or number 
in each column - copy this down on the answer grid to reveal the missing 
ingredient, then eliminate the yellow letter(s) from the grid on the right. 

d) Only remove 1 unticked letter or number for each Yellow square.

Important Note - unless explicitly stated - all clues are on the same side of the 
road as you are walking.
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Direction
Your starting point 
is with your backs 
to the White Horse 
Alley where you 
can see this

Clue 1 Add all 4 
digits of the date 
together and using 
the sentence at the 
top then count the 
required number of 
letters. Record the 
next word.

Clue 2 - Before you 
leave, record the 
longest word on the 
fountain to contain 
double letters.

Direction
Cross the bottom 
of Station Road 
and take the path 
towards the front 
of Burley Grange.

Clue 3 Only some 
people can spend a 
penny. Who are 
they?

{crown.confusion.sla
nting}

Direction Stop a 
while at location 1 
on the Burley Trail. 
Nearby is the next 
Clue

{workforce.rectang
ular.qualify}

Clue 4 We 
remember all those 
that died from the 
village but where 
did the last 
serviceman die.

{task.unrated.feath
ers}

Direction
Pressing on to a 
glass structure. 

Clue 5 The number 
of sides is important 
but write it as a 
word.

Clue 6 Take a seat 
and chat a while -  
what comes before 
More

Direction - Head 
towards the main 
road and the bus 
stop. At the main 
road turn right and 
head along Main 
Street
{bluffing.boats.hea
ds}

Clue 7 Who is 
welcome at the 
red sign.
{shipwreck.wriggle
.umbrella}

Direction Take care 
and keep close to 
the buildings as 
enemy agents are 
known to frequent 
this area stop at the 
flag.
{eggplants.hotel.din
ner}

Clue 8 Picture - 
Credit cards are 
welcome but who 
else are welcome 
to enter the door 
here?

Direction Proceed 
on until just a few 
steps beyond the 
Zebra Crossing - 
The enemy has 
been messing with 
the house 
numbers here.

Clue 9 The numbers 
have been changed, 
but how many 
houses have been 
removed. Answer as 
a word

{flattered.licks.hype}

Direction Cross at 
the crossing and 
turn right - keeping 
the road to your 
rights you move 
along Main Street 
crossing Iron Row 
and continuing on.

Clue 10 Have you 
read the 
Declaration of 
Independence? 
What can we build?

{sway.scribbled.pro
pelled}
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Clue 11 How 
many windows 
have flasks in 
them.

Clue 12 Picture - 
Write down the 
missing numbers 
and letters 
{exporters.puns.joi
ns}

Before reaching 
MCC turn left down 
York Road
{decrease.tweed.su
itably}

Clue 13 - There is 
royalty about but 
Who?

{burglars.bypasse
d.paddle}

Direction - proceed 
straight ahead and 
into the recreation 
ground keep 
walking in a 
clockwise direction 

Clue 14 - A Sports 
manufacturer so 
good they named it 
twice who is it?

{tailwind.solder.wed
ge}

Clue 15 - Its turning 
green and erected 
by public 
subscription but 
what is the 2nd 
longest word?
{scrolled.cooked.sil
ent}

Direction - Having 
taken your 
exercise retrace 
your steps to Main 
Street and turn 
left.

Clue 16 - Picture - 
where is this?
If the name is 
hidden by plants 
but it does appear 
somewhere else on 
the trail.

{saloons.polka.sum
maries}

Clue 17 - How 
many sacks are 
there?

History - Every 
seven years till 
1787 a giant 
pudding was 
cooked and given 
to villagers. It 
weighed 60 Stone, 
and was boiled, 
sold and eaten 
under the tree.

Direction - When 
you reach the site of 
the original pudding 
tree turn left and 
enter the small 
garden.

{immediate.snowball
s.belonged}

Clue 18 - The 
Garden is Leased 
but what type of 
lease is it?

Direction - Take the 
way to Askwith but 
you won’t have to 
get your feet wet.
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Clue 19 - Picture - 
Name the cottage?

{quote.lawfully.educ
ates}

Clue 20 - After 
“River Bank” he 
who produces the 
corn can be 
phoned using this 
number.

{flop.guessing.pits}

Direction - Make 
your way back to 
the pudding tree at 
the main road 
corner, but call in to 
the church yard on 
route.

Clue 21 - Picture 
who is named twice 
here

{admiringly.squeakin
g.normal}

Direction - Walk 
towards the end of 
the village passing 
the Old Post Office 
and School House.

Directions - At 
number 16 take 
care and cross the 
road on to a short 
path through the 
village green.

Clue 22 - on the 
BurleyTrail 
subtract the trail 
number from the 
Date 
{pitching.intention.
acid}

Direction - at the 
end of the village 
green the 
information board is 
constantly changing 
- so take a left up 
the lane, keeping 
the green to your 
left and ditch to your 
right.

Directions after the 
Picture take the 
path to the right.

Clue 23 - What is 
missing “This is a 
Clean it up ….”

{octagon.flame.old
est}

After the houses 
there is a cross 
path  take the 
remembrance 
path to the right.

Clue 24 - On the 
Remembrance path 
stop awhile and 
think about the 
family of 4. Record 
the name of the 
youngest.

Clue 25 - Continue 
over the rough road 
towards the foot 
bridge before main 
street, but don’t 
cross it.
What type of club 
recognised a past 
president.

{madder.eager.bee
p}

Direction Retrace 
your steps and take 
a stroll round the 
three fountains.
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Clue - 26 - a 
Rotary club 
remembers a 
village historian, 
which Rotary 
club? 

{states.blitz.taped}

Directions - Leave 
the fountains on the 
path towards the 
minor cross roads to 
the right. At the 
cross roads cross 
Norwood Avenue 
and continue down 
Back Lane keeping 
to the right side of 
the road.
{labels.springing.rav
en}

Clue 27 - at the first 
occurrence of Lawn 
Walk turn right and 
tell me where is life 
always better?

{gifted.custodial.op
en}

At the main road 
turn left and head 
to the pedestrian 
crossing. Cross the 
road and turn right 
then almost 
immediately Left 
down Iron Row.

Clue 28 There are 
gates ahead an 
old entrance, but 
there is no access 
any more.

{operation.petulant
.deep}

Clue 29  This 
house’s name has 
been partially 
hidden by the light.

{finer.adopt.magazin
e}

Directions pass 
through the old 
gates which appear 
to have gone 
missing. Turn left 
immediately and 
follow round to the 
left.

Clue 30 The 
seasons constantly 
change but here it 
is perpetually 
what?

{rectangular.limes.
with}

Direction - 
Continue down the 
lane back towards 
the main street but 
it looks to have no 
exit - on the right 
between shed and 
garages is a small 
gate take the gate 
and follow on 
towards the exit.
{irrigated.hats.scre
eches}

At Main Street Turn 
right. The villagers 
are trying to confuse 

the enemy agents 
here

Clue 31 - Someone 
can’t decide how 
their name is spelt!
It is spelt twice the 
English way and 
once the American 
way. We are 
American friendly 
here.

{forecast.samples.n
ightlife}

Clue 32 As we 
continue up Main 
Street we need to 
find a Poet and 
Humanitarian who 
comes between 
two “Fs”

{surprises.pelting.r
egulates}

Directions 
Crossing Long 
Meadows find the 
picture.

Clue 33 -Are there 
really this many 
tables here? Write 
down the number 
of this table.

{glove.twisty.minim
ums}

Direction continue 
towards the mini 
roundabout, after 
the next picture 
take the first ginnel 
between two 
houses 
{thinking.nerves.sin
gles}
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Clue 34 at the 
bottom of the ginnel 
turn right 
Two friends are 
keeping their eyes 
on you - what are 
they

{deranged.expect.re
prints}

Direction - walk 
towards the end at 
the Red Lion car 
Park and turn left 
and left again 
between the 
houses.

{really.brighter.inno
cence{

Clue 35 What Time 
is it? No dont tell 
me but count the 
number of upside 
down bells and 
subtract the 
number the normal 
way up. Write this 
as a word.
{shrub.bets.radiate
s}

Continue along - 
at the end turn 
right and stay on 
the righthand side 
until you reach 
Baden Powells 
place.

Clue 36 Built by the 
village but who 
“spent their money 
well” in a small 
way?

{trample.validated.di
ner}

Direction - with 
your back to the 
building head back 
towards the houses 
and turn right 
passing through 
the snicket from old 
to new houses at 
the bottom.
{plug.sardine.invers
ely}

Direction - At the 
end of the snicket, 
with the cut de sac 
to the left go 
straight on, and 
follow the long road 
round to the left, 
keeping to the left 
as you go.
{cooking.evolving.tr
ending}

Clue 37 - What 
can’t you do as 
you pass this 
point.

Directions - Pass 
through the walk 
way and cross the 
main street and take 
the bright lane to the 
right.

Clue 38 - When 
was the School 
built

{huddled.nicely.moi
sture}

Turn round and 
head back to Main 
Street then 
proceed along 
keeping Main 
Street to your left.

Clue 39 - Don’t go 
off road, but if you 
do this guy is 
never wrong.

{lined.messaging.s
ummit}

Direction - Continue 
to walk along main 
street, to the small 
garden you have 
done well to avoid 
the enemy and get 
this far.

Clue 40 -the 
garden next to the 
old surgery was be-
quested by this 
family?
{irrigated.hats.scre
eches}

Direction - 
Continue to keep 
the Main Street on 
your left as well 
head to the 
finishing point.

Clue 41 - On 
entering this shop 
you are warned 
that they checks 
all bank notes?

{possible.invented.
honeybees}

Clue 42 - where 
could you buy a 
really cheap ice 
cream with a 
chocolate flake for 
6d.
{final.birthdays.impr
oves}

Take a rest here 
and have a 
refreshing drink 
and maybe a 
snack.

Complete your grid 
and congratulate 
yourself on saving 
the village’s old 
pudding recipe 
from oblivion.
What is the missing 
ingredient?
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Table 1

1 F C H 4 C

2 E L U K G

3 P 2 O D B

4 W I T K X

5 3 L 2 M C

6 P V G Q Y

7 N R 9 N S

8 J A V M 1

9 P T H J 5

10 8 R A Z W

11
12 ! ! ! ! !

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

1


